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Figure 1 plots the production and access data for
computer science dissertations for a selected
institution given in red and labelled ‘Subject
University’ and two groups of peer institutions
rendered in green and blue. Other institutions that
have published computer science dissertations are
given in grey. The three institutions in the top-right
corner of the plot—publishing many theses that
attract many views—include both well-regarded
private research institutions as well as for-profit
colleges with practically open admissions. This
implies that while thesis production and usage are
important, they should not be used as a sole
indicator for the quality of a program.

Introduction
Productivity measurement has become a major
issue for university leaders. Federal and state
governments support teaching and research with
significant investments. When university leaders
are seeking new funding, it is not uncommon that
they need to justify their request with productivity
measurement metrics and equally important
research output consumption metrics. However, it is
often very difficult for university leaders to
generate these metrics as they lack access to
relevant data and tools to analyse and visualize
large amounts of data.
Interested to address the diverse needs of university
leaders, ProQuest and Indiana University analysed
the ProQuest Dissertation & Theses Global (PQDT
Global) database, an extensive and trusted
collection of 3.8 million graduate study
dissertations with 1.7 million full text records and
editorially assigned metadata created by subject
area experts. The database offers comprehensive
North American and significant international
coverage. Worldwide access to the database is
logged at the dissertation level by ProQuest. Usage
data mining is important for understanding user
behaviour (Srivastava et al., 2000). The ProQuest
Dissertations Dashboard released in 2014 provides
easy access to dissertations, metadata, and usage
data. It is available for free to leaders of any
university that shares dissertation data with
ProQuest.

Figure 1. Comparing Subject-Area Specific
Thesis Access Activity with Peer Groups.
Study 2: How can I quickly compare the number of
dissertations and associated download activity for a
large number of universities?
Given all dissertations or dissertations in a certain
subject area, university leaders might like to
understand the “market share” of an institution
within a comparison or peer group.
In Figure 2, two peer groups of institutions are
compared. Each institution is represented by a
rectangle. Each rectangle is sized based on the total
corpus of computer science dissertations available
in the ProQuest dataset for that institution.

ProQuest Data Analysis and Visualization
Analyses were conducted and results visualized to
answer questions that seemed of particular interest
to university leaders and those seeking to assess the
performance of a school as a whole.
Study 1: How much attention are my school’s
dissertations getting?
A school’s ability to generate interest in their
students’ dissertations may not only reflect the
reputation of the school, but have long-term effects
on those students’ marketability and also in
attracting future generations of students to join the
school.
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and to examine the reputation and funding of
dissertation advisors and the success (in terms of
funding and publication records) of their advisees
in more detail. Citation counts for dissertations,
user ratings and altmetrics data, e.g., social media
data, are valuable indicators of impact that we
would like to explore. We also think that
productivity and usage datasets can be leveraged to
study the emergence of new disciplines and crossdisciplinary subject areas (Sugimoto, Li, Russell,
Finlay, & Ding, 2011).
Figure 2. Treemap Comparing Thesis
Production and Usage in Computer Science.
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Colours tell how frequently the average dissertation
at that institution is accessed in comparison to the
group average. Computer science dissertations
written at Universities L, O, and R are accessed
more frequently than the group average, while those
published at Universities G or P are accessed less.
Study 3: How is dissertation information flowing in
and out of my university?
Universities are both producers and consumers of
information
(Mazloumian
et
al.,
2013).
Administrators are interested to understand which
dissertations from which universities are used at
their own institution but they also want to know
who is accessing their own institution’s
dissertations. Plus, they might need to compare this
in-flow and out-flow of information with the flows
calculated for other universities.
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Figure 3. Information Flows within Peer Group
The example in Figure 3 looks at information flow
between a group of peer schools. One institution,
labelled University B, is highlighted. Red edges
depict information flowing out of that institution,
while blue flows show information flowing into
that institution. The thicker the line, the greater is
the number of dissertations. (Information always
flows clockwise on the curved lines).
Future Directions
Currently, ProQuest dissertation data is not linked
to publication, funding or other data. However,
there is much interest in being able to study career
trajectories in a more comprehensive manner (Ni &
Sugimoto, 2012; Ostriker, Kuh, & Voytuk, 2011)
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